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Kitplanes Feature

The hydraulic brake systems on our homebuilt aircraft need to be filled with brake fluid before they can func- tion. This process is often referred to as bleeding the ... 
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PLANE and SIMPLE



Bleed Like a Pro! By Jon Croke



The hydraulic brake systems on our homebuilt aircraft need to be filled with brake fluid before they can function. This process is often referred to as bleeding the brakes. Although this is a one-time procedure when the brakes are initially installed, there will be future occasions when we need to top off the system with replacement fluid. The process of bleeding has some variation depending on the brake manufacturer and configuration, but the principle is pretty much the same. Brake fluid needs to be injected into the lowest part of the system (typically 54 
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the bleeder nipple on one of the brake calipers) and pumped to the top where the master reservoir is located. This pumping from the bottom helps air bubbles to propagate upward and out of the system to their highest point. The equipment used by professional mechanics for brake bleeding can be a bit costly and somewhat complicated for the occasional use that we builders require. With creative selection of components, we can assemble our own satisfactory pumping apparatus that does the trick. Of course, always follow the manufacturer’s instructions for bleeding your



Complete brake bleeder: pressurized oiler and two pieces of tubing.



brake system. What we will show here is a simple way to pump the brake fluid without using special equipment. Three components are used to create the brake fluid pump: a simple high pressure oiling can with trigger (less than $10) and two short sections of tubing. The oiling can with trigger is a generic oiler that can be easily obtained (I purchased mine from Amazon for $8, search for “high-pressure oiler”). I recommend selecting one that is www.kitplanes.com & www.facebook.com/kitplanes



Jon CROKE



As the founder of Homebuilt HELP.com, Jon Croke has produced instructional videos for experimental aircraft builders for over 10 years. He has built (and helped others build) over a dozen kit aircraft of all makes and models. Jon is a private pilot and currently owns and flies a Zenith Cruzer.



Nylon brake tube attaches securely to the bleeder nipple.



clear, so you can see what fluid is being used and how much is left at a glance. It should have a long spout, so we can slide a tube over it. The tube you choose should fit snuggly over the spout, the tighter the better. Plastic vinyl tubes can be obtained at your local hardware store. Simply try several until you find the best fit. My vinyl tubing turned out to be 3/8-inch OD with a ¼-inch ID. Purchase a foot length of the tube; you can cut it later. The biggest challenge is to now locate a piece of tubing that snugly fits over the brake bleeder nipple on your caliper. I found that the ¼-inch nylon tubing used for brake and pitot lines (available from Aircraft Spruce) fit perfectly over my bleeder nipples with a secure, leak-free fit. It takes a good hard push to pop the tube over the nipple, but it will then stay on by itself and not leak while pumping. This nylon tubing has an OD of ¼ inch, which fits perfectly inside the vinyl tubing. Getting the tubing sized properly is important; a fit that’s too loose will result in leaks and a mess you don’t need. Experiment with tubing sizes, starting with these recommendations, and once you have the right size, you are set for life! With the tubing attached, simply open the bleeder nipple and commence pumping the oiler. It won’t take long to locate leaks in your tubing connections—slide them on farther to Photos: Jon Croke



eliminate leaks. I witnessed one builder pumping so hard that the tubing continued to pop off the bleeder nipple and make a huge mess. You should not have to build that kind of pressure to bleed. It turned out that his reservoir cylinder was in a closed position from the brake







pedal being partially applied and would not allow fluid travel. Once that problem was addressed, the fluid pumped without issue. For about $10 of off-the-shelf components, you can bleed your brakes like the pros and save your money for other aviation essentials. J
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Speed Engineering. The wheelpants .... Canoe fairings were installed on all hinge brackets with double-sided tape. .... num air conditioning duct tape, and put.
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... Paisley, owner of. EFII, has delivered an entirely new digital ... are more nuanced for easier starting over a wider .... identical screen as the Garmin, so the days of apologetic, science-fair-quality engine ..... trade journals such as Aircraft
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15-year-old three-digit tach, and I wanted something a bit more precise than the three-digit format. Three Turnigy tachs were ordered for a total cost of about $30.
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www.kitplanes.com & www.facebook.com/kitplanes. 32. KITPLANES July 2018 several hours of research and installa- tion ahead, along with an expensive parts.
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been on my list of life goals for a long time, but I know what sort of commit- ment it takes in terms of both money and especially time (it typically takes months and ...
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Nov 1, 2018 - looked exquisite, with tiny, tinygears and shafts, and jeweled bearings. 18 .... Speakers, Food Concessions, Live Music,. Underwing Camping ...
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... a manual hydraulic governor. The 915 iS is loaded with sensors wired into the ECU, and that data is available on an electric bus. How to read it? The Searey.
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the static pressure data for altitude capture and hold. It turns out ... analyze flight data. Another way to .... into a bit of marvelous scientific method and rigorous ...
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ity of these engines, that turned out to ... engine for Experimental aircraft today. .... First Start. Switches on, fuel pressure up, and I pulled on the starter lever.
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system information. But forget .... This sample HUD image from the GRT user guide describes the various items that can be ... HUD directly into the low sunâ€”but I.
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I figured 30 inches left plenty of room for elbows, and I didn't need all the equipment space. The whole art of ergonomics became fascinating. I wanted the seat to ...
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www.kitplanes.com & www.facebook.com/kitplanes. 24. KITPLANES September 2018. A visit to Poplar Grove Airmotive. By Dan DuDley. Engine. Overhauls ...
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exhaust gas temperature as a proxy for. A/F ratios. .... 2 C8 H18 + 25 O2 âž¡16 CO2 + 18 H2O. 2. Air is a ... nitrogen, 1% water vapor, and 0.93% argon, and 0.04% carbon dioxide ... the contribution of the carbon dioxide and others. 5. We can ...
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the Van's RV-8 has 42 gallons of fuel .... I chose a 22-gallon ..... minute. Check the absorbent towel for any signs of fuel. Leave the absorbent towel under the.
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turning to composite materials as well. A buyer's guide of any type is bound to .... Virginia, South Australia 5120 phone +61 8 8380 8396 fax +61 8 8380 9083.Missing:
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In 1993, due to the growing success of its braking solutions, the Beringers sold the sidecar business to focus solely on brakes. Initially their focus was the high-.
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side Air Temperature (OAT) and make appropriate ... For this flight I took off with 30 gal- .... 10,000 feet and ISA +17° C test condi- .... currently instructs at the.
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ments. With a long enough tube, you should be able to make these plunger. Don't Blow into the. Pitot Tube! 46. KITPLANES January 2019 www.kitplanes.com ...
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flying, but deep down you know it's not ... my RV-8. Over the next several years,. Garmin released several new display sizes ... In May 2017, Garmin ... sion of the G3X installation manual. ... Garmin Pilot on my tablet and then wire- .... J. KITPLAN
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At this point, approximately 50% of my projected .... point, the FAA has not revealed any special day-one ... partial tactical retreat by the FAA to give the airlines ...
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shaped top and bottom cap sec- tions, a large roll ... still leaves a huge amount of fabrication to be done ... on the upper spar cap (or up on the lower cap) toward ...
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(AoA) system to provide a greater mar- gin of safety and ... There is nothing tricky about install- ing the Alpha ... then move the probe and tighten it back down.
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left for another day. When to ... top dead center (BTDC) so that the peak combustion pressure (PCP) occurs around 17 degrees after top dead center. (ATDC).
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manual, electric, and hydraulic, the lat- ter sometimes ... is provided, the manual system suppos- edly being failure ... power pack, or even a hand pump. The.
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